Crowhurst, Crowhirst [co. Sussex], prebend of. See Hastings.

Crown, pawning of the, 371, 534.


Crowyor, Thomas le, 232.

Croxall, Croxsale, co. Derby, 365.

Croxden, Crokesden [co. Stafford], 318.

Croxton, co. Leicester, abbot and convent of, 206.

Croyland, Cruyland, Crouland, Croiland [co. Lincoln], abbot of, 41, 500.

Cruiel acne, See Crewkerne.

Cruylth. See Cruyland.

Cruylth. See Cruyland.

Cruylth. See Cruyland.

Cruyland. See Cruyland.

Cruylth. See Cruyland.

Cruylth. See Cruyland.

Cruylth. See Cruyland.

Cruylth. See Cruyland.

Crumpe, Simon, monk of St. Mary's, Worcester, 172.

Curfold, John, 411.

Curly, John, of Carleton, vicar of Upavon, 152.


Curtcncy. See Courtenay.

Curtillcr, Robert de, master of the ship Alice, 492.

Cutlibert, Thomas son of, de la Mulnebous.

Cutlibert, Thomas son of, de la Mulnebous.

Cusak, John, 85.

Cusancia, Cusaunce, Cusance, James de, prior of St. Mary's, Thetford, 91.

Cusford, Henry de, 1.

Cusorno, Cuorno, Basarius de, 123, 195.

Cust, Ralph, of Southwell, 483.

Custs, the, 155, 296, 304, 318, 319, 322, 408, 409, 451, 507. See also Bordeaux; Boston; Bristol; Carnarvon; Chichester; Exeter; Hartlepool; Ipswich; Kingston-upon-Hull; London; Lynn; Newcastle-upon-Tyne; Sandwich; Southampton; Winchelsea; Yarmouth; York.

Cuthbert, Thomas son of, de la Mulnebous, 419.